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Where: London, LSE Offices, Columbia House
When: 16 July 2014 , 15:00
Attending: Prof. George Gaskell, (Pro-‐Director), LSE

Allison Kemmis Price (Principal Gift Manager,LSE
Zoe Povoas (Head of Alumni Relations), LSE
Patrick Mears (Chairman LSE Alum Committee)
Alex Radzyner, (Treasurer),SLSEAA
Gil Shidlo,( Event Officer), SLSEAA

1. What led to the decision to expel SLSEAA?

Membership dues: school has different view on how they should be
demanded and followed up from SLSEAA. Alumni relations are
concerned that SLSEAA policy to chase people up that often have left
Switzerland years ago backfires on the goodwill the School has with
that person and that person’s friends. School receives many
complaints. Many apparently means less than 100 but more than 10
per annum.

Inclusivity: LSE Alumni in Switzerland who do not agree with the
rigorous way SLSEAA is run are not included. They may come and go
from the country but they leave with resentment that the LSE and
SLSEAA have not found a way to be “inclusive” towards them.

Alumni Relations find dealing with SLSEAA Secretary General very
difficult. They have the feeling that he pursues only his arguments and
his agenda and is not open to good public relations arguments, only to
admin and fairness to the Swiss memebership of SLSEAA etc., and he
will always do things his way and shoot out messages without really



listening to and jointly working out the concerns of the School.

Exchange of data is a bugbear that is open for many, many years.
Every other country in the world has signed the standard agreement
only Switzerland has come up with its own text.

The Foundation: met with SLSEAA Secretary General
about the Foundation earlier this year. did not have the feeling
that points were considered with an open ear, just when they
happened to fall in with what Marcel had decided to do anyway. So
when asked about the possibility of opening the foundation for tax
advantaged giving to the School for Swiss Tax Residents thought

was raising an idea. feels that made clear that it was left
as: let’s talk about this possibility some more. When heard that
Secretary General of SLSEAA had included what they had discussed
and the Foundation now had the money it needed to be launched
was more than startled and unhappy and felt that the meeting with

had been used in a way had never indicated it should be; even
if Marcel had misunderstood he should have checked back before
finalizing and setting up the Foundation

2. Which of these points (or any other events) was the “last straw that
broke the camel’s back”

The cumulative effect and the duration of all of these
In addition, mentioned that the School was
really hurt about Marcel deciding for himself to distribute the Wolf
Report about the LSE/Gadhafi affair to every member of SLSEAA with
a cover letter that they felt had a tone of glee in kicking the School
while it was down, “in its hour of need”. This
was also unique among National Alum Organisations.

Recently, when the LSE was placed highly on a ranking of Universities
and Alum Relations and the school were delighted that a number of
alums had put positive, proud comments on social media, one
comment stood out: it was from Marcel saying that all these rankings
are basically untrustworthy and rubbish. Note: the comment did not
say that the LSE was not a top School; the School, however, did not
expect having the rug pulled from under them for their chance to
create a good buzz on the net



15 Years to be Secretary General of a local alum club will not be how
things should be done in future. This is not the modern way. This is a
key issue in the LSE Alum Committees. “I very strongly believe this not
only as far as Switzerland is concerned”

General observations regarding this part of the meeting:

Throughout this part of the meeting Gil and I asked questions and made salient
points based also on the background information we had received from Marcel
and by using our own reasoning capacity. We made clear that we were there to
listen and that did not mean that we agreed with what we were told only that we
had heard and understood what they were telling us.






